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ABSTRACT 
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THE ELECTRONIC STATE-SELECTIVE PHOTODISSOCIATION OF 
CH2Bri AT 248, 210, AND 193 nm 

L. J. Butler,* E. J. Hintsa, S. F. Shane, and Y. T. Lee 

Materials and Molecular Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and 

Department of Chemistry, University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 USA 

The primary photodissociation channels of CH2Bri following 

excitation at 193.3, 210, and 248.5 nm have been studied with the 

crossed laser-molecular beam technique. Product translational energy 

distributions and polarization dependences were derived for the primary 

dissociation processes observed. The data demonstrate bond selective 

photochemistry as well as some selective formation of electronically 

excited photofragments in bond fission and concerted dissociation. 

Excitation at 248.5 nm, which is assigned to excitation of primarily a 

n(I) -~ a*(C-I) transition with some contribution from an overlapping 

n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) transition, results in both C-I and C-Br bond fission. 

C-I bond fission is the dominant channel~ producing I atoms in both the 
2P312 and spin-orbit excited 2P112 states in a ratio of 1.0:0.75. 

Excitation at 193.3 nm, assigned to a transition to primarily predisso-

ciated Rydberg levels on the I atom, leads to C-Br bond fission, some 

*Present Address: 
Madison, WI 

Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, 
53706 USA. 
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C-I bond fission, and significant concerted elimination of IBr. 

Analysis of the product translational energy distributions for the 

dissociation products indicates that the IBr is formed electronically 

excited and that the halogen atom products are spin-orbit excited. 

Excitation at 210 nm, of the transition assigned as n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) 

based on comparison with CH3Br, results in selective breaking of the 

stronger C-X bond in the molecule, the C-Br bond, and no fission of the 

C-I bond. Some concerted elimination of IBr also occurs; the IBr 

velocity distribution indicates it is probably formed electronically 

excited as in photolysis at 193.3 nm. The selective breaking of the 

C-Br bond over the weaker C-I bond is discussed in cortrast to previous 

photolysis studies of polyhalomethanes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The photodissociation of CH 2Bri was undertaken to investigate 

how the electronic nature of a particular state excited in a molecule 

influences the product channels by which the molecule dissociates. 

CH2Bri has three distinct types of electronic transitions at 

wavelengths longer than 190 nm which are separated in frequency as 

shown in Figure 1. The spectrum consists of a broad band peaking near 

270 nm which is assigned to the promotion of a nonbonding electron on 

the iodine to an antibonding orbital on the C-I bond, a broad band 

peaking near 215 nm assigned to promotion of a nonbonding electron on 

the Br atom to an antibonding orbital on the C-Br bond, and sharp 

features around 190 nm corresponding to Rydberg transitions on the I 

atom. These assignments are made based on comparison with the spectra 

of CH3I and CH3Br. The features of CH2Bri are similar in shape 

to the analogous transitions observed in CH3I and CH3Br, but the 

broad bands are considerably more intense and shifted slightly to the 

red. The ultraviolet spectrum of CH2Bri from 200 nm to 350 nm has 

been previously recorded by Lee and Bersohn. 1 They attributed the 

shift in the absorption bands to the fact that the central carbon atom 

has more positive charge than it does in a monohalomethane, thus 

stabilizing the antibonding orbitals. 

Two recent studies of bromo-iodo alkanes are particularly relevant 

to this study. Lee and Bersohn1 investigated the photodissociation 

of CH2Bri with a broadband light source extending from 240 to 340 nm 

with a full width of half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 40 nm. They 
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measured the mass spectrum of dissociation fragments and reported 
.. 

+ + + + ' + signal at I , Br , CH2Br , and CH2I , but not at IBr • From their 

integrated signal at I+ and Br+, they derived the branching ratio 

between C-I and C-Br bond fission to be 6:1. The anisotropy of the I 

atom angular distribution showed a parallel dependence on the direction 

of the electric vector of the dissociating light. It was concluded 

that excitation in the n(I) ~ a*(C-I) band promotes only C-I bond 

fission; the C-Br fission was attributed to the bandwidth of the light 

partially overlapping the absorption band of the n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) 

transition •. The dissociation pathways were also suggested to be criti

cally sensitive to the electronic nature of the initial excitation. 

A recent study of the photodissociation of c2F5Br, c2F5I, and 

1,2-C2F4Bri by Krajnovich et al. 2 investigated product channels result

ing from excitation in the n(I) -~ a*(C-I) and in the n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) 

absorption bands. When 1,2-C2F4Bri was excited at 248 nm and 266 

nm, only C-I bond fission was observed as a primary dissociation 

channel as expected, and most or all of the iodine product was 

spin-orbit excited I( 2P112). When the molecule was dissociated at 

193 nm, some of the molecules underwent primary C-I bond fission and 

some underwent primary C-Br bond fission in a ratio of approximately 

1.7:1. The results were interpreted in terms of a fast electronic 

energy transfer between the C-Br and C-I bonds after a local excitation 

of the C-Br bond at 193 nm. This interpretation was tonsistent with 

the polarization dependences, which showed that both bond fission 

channels resulted from a dipole transition moment aligned parallel to 

,, 
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the breaking bonds, because the C-I and C-Br bonds are nearly parallel 

in-1,2-C2F4Bri. 3 

CH2Bri was chosen as a model system for three specific reasons. 

First, the n -~ a* transitions of the C-1 and C-Br bonds are resolved 

despite the shared carbon. Second, the angle between the C-I and C-Br 

bond is strongly bent, potentially allowing us to use the polarization 

dependences of the dissociation channels to identify the particular 

electronic transition which resulted in each dissociation channel. 

Third, the molecule is small and the energetics relevant to the 

dissociation channels are fairly well known as shown in Figure 2,4 so 

primary dissociation events can be distinguished from secondary or 

three-body dissociation events (where the final products are CH 2 + 

Br +I). Care should be taken in comparing the experimental results on 

CH 2Brl to those on 1,2-C2F4Brl. The absorption bands due to the 

n ~ a* transitions are shifted to longer wavelengths in CH2Brl so, 

for instance, excitation at 193 nm promotes a n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) 

transition in 1,2-C2F4Brl but promotes a Rydberg transition in 

CH2Brl; one must excite CH2Brl at 210 nm to excite the n(Br) ~ 

a*(C-Br) transition. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The molecular beam photofragmentation apparatus has been 

previously described in detail. 5 The molecular beam was formed by 

bubbling argon through a reservoir of CH2Brl (Fairfield Chemical) 

maintained at 18°C. A total stagnation pressure of 300 torr was used 
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(5 torr CH2Bri, 295 torr Ar) behind a 0.125 mm diameter nozzle. The 

nozzle was heated to 135°-140°C to reduce the formation of clusters in 

the beam. The peak velocity of the molecular beam was typically 6.15 :1: 

0.07 x 104 em/sec with a FWHM of abo~t 10 p~tc~nt. The beam passed 

through two skimmers and two differentfal pumping regions, the second 

skimmer defining the beam to a full angular divergence of 2.3° before 

the molecular beam crossed the laser 74 mm from the nozzle. At the 

crossing point the beam diameter was 3 mm. The beam sourc'e is 

rotatable in a plane containing the detector and perpendicular to the 

1 aser beam. 

All the optical setups are described in detail in Reference 6. 

For the experiments at 193 and 248 nm using unpolarized light, the 

photodissociating light source was arranged as follows. The light from 

a Lambda Physik EMG 103MSC excimer laser operated at 100-150 Hz with 

ArF and KrF gas mixtures was focused onto the interaction region of the 

molecular beam to an oblong 3 mm by 1 mm spot with a 240 mm focal 

length (f.l.) magnesium fluoride lens. Since the electric vector of 

the laser is isotropic in the source detector plane, the c.m. angular 

distribution of scattered product must then by symmetry be isotropic in 

the source-detector plane, whether the absorption is anisotropic or 

not. Laser pulse energies at 193 nm were typically 100-150 mJ/pulse 

and at 248 nm were -200 mJ/pulse, with specified pulse widths of 17 and 

25 nsec respectively. 

The photons for the 210 nm experiments were obtained by Raman 

shifting the 193 nm output of a Lambda Physik 102E excimer laser 

, .... 
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equipped with unstable resonator optics using H2 gas. The 210 nm 

Stokes shifted light, after dispersion with a quartz Pellin-Broca 

prism, was directed along the axis of rotation of the beam source and 

focused onto the interaction region with a 240 mm f.l. MgF2 lens to a 

-3 mm2 spot. Typical pulse energies produced were 2 mJ/pulse of 210 

nm light from 55 mJ/pulse of 193 nm input energy to the Raman cell. 

The 210 nm light is primarily unpolarized as is the fundamental, but 

the horizontal component is transmitted more easily through the 

entrance and exit surfaces of the Pellin-Broca resulting in the 

horizontal component having -60 percent of the energy and the vertical 

having -40 percent. 

The excimer laser was polarized for the measurements of anisotropy 

at all three wavelengths by passing the beam through a birefringent 

prism. The two output beams were >99.9 percent linearly polarized in 

orthogonal directions. Light with the desired polarization was 

directed along the axis of rotation of the beam source with a prism. 

At 193 nm, data was obtained with both unpolarized and horizontally 
~ 

polarized light {E vector pointing along the line between the crossing 

point of the beams and the detector), allowing the anisotropy to be 

derived from the intensity of scattered product at each center-of-mass 

recoil angle within each photofragment time-of-flight spectrum. For 

the experiment at 210 nm, either the horizontally or the vertically 

polarized light could be directed to the interaction region of the 

laser and molecular beam while the apparatus was under vacuum. The 

data were thus taken with each polarization under exactly the same 
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experimental conditions. Because the horizontally polarized light is 

better transmitted by the Pellin-Broca, only~h~ .shapes of the 

time-of-flight data, not the total signal intensities, can be compared 

for the two polarizations unless one performs 'additional normalization 

to the photon intensity. For the anisotrop,Ymeasurements at 248 nm, 

the two linearly polarized components of the excimer laser were 

dispersed by the quartz Pellin-Broca and the horizontal component was 

reoriented through a first-order half-wave retarder from Karl Lambrecht 

Co. The intensity of scattered product was measured as a function of 

the direction of the electric vector in the source detector plane. The 

purity of rotation of the light was checked by resolving the light 

after the rotator into its vertical and horizontal components with a 

MgF2 prism. When the optical axis of the rotator was parallel with 
~ 

the electric vector (E) of the horizontally polarized incoming light, 

the vertical component of the outgoing light completely disappeared. 
~ 

When the half wave retarder was rotated by 45° (rotates E vector by 

90°) the horizontal component of the outgoing light disappeared 

canp 1 ete ly. 

Neutral dissociation products formed at the crossing point of the 

laser and molecular beam travel 36.6 em to an electron bombardment ion-

izer. The products passed through a set of defining slits mounted on 

the walls of the differentially pumped detector chamber and were 

ionized by 120 eV electrons. The ions were mass selected with a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer and counted with a Daly detector and a 

multichannel scaler with respect to their flight time from th~ inter-

'or' 
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action region after the dissociating laser pulse. All time-of-flight 

(TOF) data presented for 248 nm unpolarized and 193 nm excitation 

wavelengths were signal averaged over at least 200,000 laser shots 

each. The TOF data taken with 210 nm and polarized 248 nm light (with 

the lower repetition 102E laser) were averaged for at least 50,000 

counts each. Typical signal levels at 193 nm ranged from 0.008 
+ + counts/laser pulse at CH2Br to 2.2 counts/laser pulse at I • 

+ The polarization dependence measurements at 248 nm of the I and 

CH2I+ signals were carefully executed to average out laser power dif

ferences between laser gas fills and within each gas fill. Nine 

separate data averaging periods of 7,500 laser shots each for CH2I+ 

and 6,000 laser shots each for I+ were summed for each of the nine 

electric vector positions to obtain the angular distibution data shown 

in this paper. The order of signal accumulation in the gas fill for 

each polarization angle was varied to average out the 2-15 percent 

change in laser power between the beginning and the end of each gas 

fill. Because of these averaging techniques, no additional 

normalization to laser power was needed at the various polarization 

angles. 
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: 

I. Photodissociation of CH2Bri at 248 nm 

A. (la) 

(1b) 

81 + + The time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of m/e=95, CH 2 Br , and m/e=127, I , 

are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Both sets of TOF spectra 

show two narrow and fast overlapping product distributions, as well as a 

slow hump with a peak flight time of -650 ~sec at small laboratory 

angles. The I+ TOF spectra also show a broad underlying signal. The 

slow hump at 650 ~sec is from dissociation of dimers in the molecular 

beam (see Section I.E) and the broad underlying signal in the I+ TOF's 

is du·e to secondary photodissociation of CH2I product (see Section 

I.G). The two sharp peaks in the I+ and CH2Br+ TOF spectra are I 

and CH2Br products from C-I bond fission, the faster of the pair being 

from bond fission producing I( 2P312 ) and the slower one from fission 

producing I( 2P112 ). This assignment follows from the fact that the 

products from fission giving spin-orbit excited iodine atoms must channel 

21.7 kcal/mole (the spin-orbit splitting of iodine) of the total 

available energy into electronic energy. Hence, less energy is available 

for translation and internal motion and these products have smaller 

center-of-mass recoil velocities and longer arrival times in the TOF 

spectra.? Dissociation to each spin-orbit state is shown in Section 

I.H to have the same anisotropy in the product angular distribution. 
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The center-of-mass product recoil translational energy distribu

tion, P(ET), for C-I bond fission in CH2Bri excited at 248 nm can be 
+ derived from forward convolution fitting of either the CH2Br TOF or 

the sharp peaks in the I+ TOF, as the CH2Br and I center-of-mass 

(c.m.) product velocities are related simply by momentum conservation. 
+ The CH2Br TOF. was used initially as it is not complicated by 

underlying signal from secondary dissociation. The P(ET) shown in 

Figure 5 gives the solid line fit shown in Figure 3. In order to 

determine a product channel branching ratio, this total P(ET) must be 

divided into two component translational energy distributions, one for 

production of each spin-orbit state of the I atom. This was done 

approximately by constraining the shape of each P(ET) to be similar. 

Although there is clearly uncertainty in the shape of the P(ET) •s in 

the overlapping region, there is little uncertainty in the total area 

under each component P(ET), which determines the product channel 

branching ratio. Production of ground state iodine is clearly the 

favored channel. The P(ET)•s and their fits shown in Figs. 3 and 4 

give the relative probability of producing spin-orbit excited I atoms 

to ground state I atoms in the primary bond fission to be 0.75:1. 

The derivation of the branching ratio between reactions la and lb 

from the data is dependent on the ionization cross section of I( 2P112 ) 

being the same as that of I(2P312 ). This was explicitly checked with 

our ionizer conditions by photodissociating CF3I at 248 nm and 

checking that the same weighting of the two dissociation channels 

2 + + (-7 percent I( P312 ) is formed) fit both the CF3 and the I TOF spec-
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tra. Similar insensitivity of the ionization efficiency to the spin

orbit excitation of I has been noted by Gorry and coworkers. 8 

B. (2) 

+ 81 + The TOF spectra of m/e=141, CH2I , and m/e=81, Br , are shown in 

Figures 6 and 7 respectively. The spin-orbit splitting of Br atoms is 

10.54 kcal/mole compared to 21.7 kcal/mole for I atoms, so it is much 

harder to resolve the two dissociation channels given the width of the 

product translational energy distribution. The total P(ET) for C-Br 
+ bond fission to CH2I + Br was derived via fitting of the CH2I 

TOF spectrum and is shown in Figure 8. The corresponding fit obtained 

to the CH2I product TOF is shown in solid line in Figure 6. There is 

clearly a little uncertainty in the low energy side of the P(ET) due 

to contamination of the CH2I+ TOF by signal from dimers (see 

section I.E). This P(ET) was then used to predict where signal from 

the momentum matched Br product would appear in the Br+ TOF. The 

predicted Br+ distribution shown in solid line in Figure 7 matches 

the shape and position of the spike in the Br+ signal. Based on the 

amount of kinetic energy released for those Br atoms appearing in the 

leading edge of the broad underlying signal, we attribute the 

underlying signal in these TOF•s to secondary photodissociation of some 

of the CH2Br product from C-I bond fission. This secondary 

photodissociation will be discussed later (see Section I.F). It should 
+ be noted that some of the faster signal in the sharp peak of the Br 

..-

It' 
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TOF spectra could be due to CH2sr product giving Br+ in the 

ionizer, but this contribution must be fairly small or the shape of the 

fits would not match the shape of the observed peaks. 

The relative intensities of the Br atom signal from C-Br bond fis-

sion and the I atom signal from C-I bond fission suggest that C-Br bond 

fission is a minor channel. This will be quantified in Section I.I. 

c. C 248 nm Absence of H2Bri ------~ CHI + HBr (3) and 
248 nm CH 2Bri ------~ CHBr + HI (4) 

Two independent techniques were used to check for the possibility 

of concerted dissociation channels forming HI or HBr. First we looked 

for signal at HI+ and at H81sr+ (see ref. 6 for more detail). Second, 

we looked for differences in the spectra of CH2I+ and CHI+ and of 
81 + R1 + 1 CH2 Br and CH- Br • CHBr would contribute to the CH8 Br+ but not 

to the CH2
81sr+ TOF (and likewise for CHI). The TOF spectra taken at m/e=128, 

I+, and m/e=82, H81sr+, show no appreciable signal at HI+ and at 

HBr+. The similarity of the CHI+ spectrum (shown in Fig. 9) to the 
+ CH2r spectrum affirm that no HBr production is evident. Similarly 

there is no evidence for HI production, as there is no signal at HI+ 

and the TOF spectra of CH81sr+ and CH2
81sr+ shown in Figures 9 and 3 

are indistinguishable. 
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D. 248 nm Search for CH2Bri -----~ CH2 + IBr 

The TOF spectrum of m/e=206 and 208, IBr+,,is shown in Figure 10. 

The signal is so low that one cannot discount the possibility that this 

signal is due to dimers. We searched for .evidence of this concerted 

reaction in two other ways. Fast signal arriving earlier than 100 psec 

was observed in the CH+ TOF, Figure 11, but it was not correctly 

related to the IBr+ signal by momentum conservation (this signal is 

due to CH2 from the secondary photodissociation of CH2Br and CH2I 

as will be shown in Sections I.F and I.G). One can predict where the 

CH2 should appear in the CH+ TOF via conservation of momentum with 

the observed IBr+ signal; the predicted CH 2 arrival times are shown 

by the fastest broad hump between 100 and 200 usee in the CH+ 

spectrum. There is no significant signal there. In addition, there is 

no evidence for IBr in the r+ TOF spectra; at 10° (Figure 4) the peak 

would arrive at -500 psec, between the signal from C-I bond fission and 

the hump from dimer contamination. Thus the signal at IBr+ is 

probably due to clusters in the beam. Note that if any IBr were formed 

with a total translational energy release of less than -4.4 kcal/mole 

it would not recoil away from the molecular beam with a large enough 

velocity to be detected at angles larger than 10° from the beam. The 

CH2 product from CH2Bri ~ CH2 + IBr could however be detected at 

20° with as little as 0.04 kcal/mole release to translation, but might 

be difficult to pick out in the congested CH+ spectrum. 
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E. Identification of Signal from Dissociation of Dimers in the 
Molecular Beam. 

Although the fraction of CH 2Bri dimers in the molecular beam is 

probably very small as the nozzle was heated to 135°C, some contamin-

ation of the TOF spectra from dissociation of clusters can be observed 

at small angles. Molecular fragments from clusters usually recoil with 

small c.m. velocities and thus only appear in a small laboratory 

angular range about the molecular beam. Although their signal is often 

not observed at large angles, we are particularly sensitive to them at 

smaller angles because the products are concentrated in a small angular 

and velocity range. 

TOF spectra of m/e=81 and 127 at 10° and m/e=94 at 20° obtained 

with a lower concentration of clusters in the beam by using a lower 

seeding ratio are shown in Figure 12. Under the new beam conditions 

all the signal is substantially reduced because the beam intensity is 

weaker, but the ratio of monomers to clusters in the molecular beam is 

significantly increased. Thus any signal from clusters will be reduced 

in relative intensity. Comparing the m/e=127 TOF at 10° in Figure 12 

with that in Figure 4, one sees that the feature near 650 psec is 

clearly due to dissociation of clusters. Likewise, comparison of 

Figure 9 and Figure 12 shows that the spectrum of m/e=94 in Figure 9 

contains signal from dimers around 650 psec. The m/e=81 spectrum shows 

no change, however. The slow signal in this spectrum, as will be shown 

in the next section, is due to Br from secondary dissociation of 
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F. Secondary Photodissociation of CH 2Br ~~~-nm~ CH2 + Br (5) 

The TOF at m/e=81, 81Br+ (Figure 7) shows broad signal at faster 

and slower times than the CH2Br product arrival time (which is toward 

the fast side of the Br signal from primary C-Br bond fission indicated 

in solid line). Such a broad underlying signal is characteristic of 

secondary photodissociation. After primary C-I bond fission requiring 

55 kcal/mole, the CH2Br product cannot be left with er.ough internal 

energy to undergo unimolecular dissociation to form CH2 + Br. Its 

secondary dissociation must occur via absorption of another photon. In 

a previous experiment on the photodissociation of CF2sr2 at 248 

nm,9 the CF2Br product from C-Br fission absorbed another photon 

and dissociated to CF2 + Br, thus it "is not surprising that CH2Br 

radicals also absorb at 248 nm and dissociate. When the laser power 

was reduced by a factor of 5.6 the relative intensity of the broad 

signal with respect to the primary signal decreased as shown in the low 

and high power TOF spectra of Br+ at 20° in Figure 13, thus 

confirming that the signal is Br product from CH2Br absorbing a 

photon and dissociating. The surprisingly small decrease of the broad 

signal also shows that the secondary absorption is strongly saturated 

as it was for CF2Br. 

A simple calculation was made to assure that the assignment of the 

underlying signal in the Br+ TOF spectrum to reaction (5) is consistent 

with conservation of energy and momentum. If one asks how much energy 

would have to go into translation in the dissociation of CH2Br -~ CH2 + 
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Br for the Br to reach the shortest observed arrival time of 180 psec 

at 10°, one calculates 52 kcal/mole for Bt originating from CH2Br in the 

peak of the CH2Br + I translational. energy distribution. Whether the 

two photons absorbed can provide all the .necessary energy is easily 

calculated: 

Required energy = E 
TI+CH2Br 

+ D + E + 
0 I-CH2Br . TCH2+Br 

= 19 + 55 + 52 + (7 5) 201 kcal/mole 

2Ehv = 230 kcal/mole > 201 kcal/mole. 

One also calculates that the CH 2 product from the secondary dis

sociation of CH2Br which releases 52 kcal/mole to translation would 

have a total flight time of 67 psec. This corresponds to within a few 

psec of the fast side of the previously unassigned sharp spike in the 

CH+ TOF of Figure 11. 

G. Secondary Photodissociation of CH 2I ~~~~~~~ CH 2 + I ( 6) 

The TOF spectrum of m/e=l27, I+, contains a broad underlying 

signal which is mainly due to the secondary photodissociation of CH2I. 

As was the case for CH2Br secondary photodissociation, the CH 2I 

product cannot have enough internal energy after C-Br bond fission to 

dissociate spontaneously and must dissociate via absorption of another 

photon. 

The shape of the secondary dissociation TOF signal was calculated 

from a P(ET) for reaction 6 by summing the recoil velocities of the 
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primary and secondary decompositions (see ref. 6). A broad P(ET) 

peaking at 18 kcal/mol with a full width at half maximum bf 20 kcal and 

a total width ranging from 0 to 40 kcal/mol gave an acceptable fit to 

the underlying signal shown in Figure 4. Because there are other 

contributions to these spectra, uncertainty in what signal should be 

fit is evident. It is, however, certain that the secondary 

dissociation signal should extend underneath the primary I signal or 

the relative heights of the two components would not be well fit by the 

+ P(ET) derived for reactions 1a and 1b from the CH 2Br spectra. 

H. Anisotropy of the C-I and C-Br Bond Dissociation Channels 

The dependence of the I+ signal from primary C-I bond fission on 

the direction of the electric vector of the laser, at a molecular beam 

to detector angle of 20°, is shown in Figure 14a. A polarization angle 
~ 

of Oo corresponds to the E vector pointing from the interaction region 

to the centerline of the detector. The electric vector is rotated in 

the opposite direction as the source so a polarization angle of 20° at 

beam to detector angle of 10° corresponds to an angle of 30° with 

respect to the molecular beam direction. The Newton diagram in the 

corner of Figure 14a shows that for a given beam to detector angle the 

peak of the I+ signal intensity vs polarization angle occurs when the 
~ 

E vector is parallel to the peak center-of-mass velocity vector of the 

I atom fragments which reach the detector. 
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Zare10 has derived an expression for the center-of-mass (c.m.) 

angular distribution of the fragments formed when a molecule absorbs 

light via an electric dipole transition. The probabi1ity, w(e), of a 

fragment recoiling in a direction e from the electric vector of the 

laser is: 

(7) 

The anisotropy parameter a can range from 2, corresponding to a paral

lel (cos2e) angular distribution, to -1, corresponding to a perpen

dicular (sin2e) angular distribution. More exact quantum mechanical 

expressions have followed; 11 in the limit of high relative trans

lational energies of fragments, as is the case for the photodissociation 

of CH2Bri at 248 nm, Zare•s formula is recovered. If the molecule 

rotates during dissociation or if bending vibrations change the 

dissociation direction after absorption of the light, a purely parallel 

or perpendicular absorption will not result in anisotropies of 2 or -1; 

the a will be closer to zero. 

The anisotropy parameter was derived from fitting of the data as 

follows. The P(ET) for each of the C-I bond fission channels is 

derived from the unpolarized light TOF data which is constrained by 

symmetry to be independent of the anisotropy. Only the relative 

heights of the I( 2P112 ) and I(2P312 ) signals can be affected. A c.m. 

to lab transformation with a as the only variable parameter is used to 

calculate the variation in signal intensity integrated over a specific 
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range of arrival times as a function of the direction of the electric 

vector. This is compared to experimental data integrated over the same 

range of arrival times. For I+, we integrated the signal between 

arrival times of 304.5 to 427.5 psec and approximately subtracted the 

underlying secondary signal by averaging the secondary signal between 

571.5 and 628.5 psec. 

The best fit to the total primary I atom product signal intensity 

versus polarization direction gives a = 1.0 ± 0.1 (the calculated 

curves are shown in solid line in Figure 14a). It is easily determined 

that the production of I( 2P112) and I( 2P312) each independently has 

an anisotropy of a= 1.0. The I+ TOF data taken with the laser light 

polarized at 0° and 100° are shown in Figures 14b and c respectively 

with fits calculated assuming that each channel has an anisotropy of 

1.0. Beside them are shown fits assuming the anisotropy of the 

I( 2P112) to be 2.0 and the I( 2P312 ) to be 0.5 with the relative 

scaling constrained to also fit the unpolarized light data. Clearly, 

as shown in the fits, the I{ 2P112 ) channel with the more parallel 

angular distribution would be enhanced at a polarization angle of Oo 

and diminished at a polarization angle of 100° with respect to the less 

parallel I( 2P312 ) channel, although the total intensity versus 

polarization angle dependence would still approximately fit Figure 

14a. Thus, the relative intensities of the I( 2P112 ) and I( 2P312) 

signal in the polarized light data clearly show that both channels have 

the same polarization dependence and indicate that they both result 
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from excitation to an electronic state with the transition moment 

roughly parallel to the C-I bond. 

The polarization dependence of the CH 2I+ signal at a molecular 

beam to detector angle of 20° is shown in Figure 15a. The experimental 

signal was derived from the data by averaging the data between 6 and 

150 psec arrival times to obtain the background and subtracting it from 

the total signal intensity between 330 and 406 psec to obtain the signal 

from CH2I with the corresponding range of laboratory velocities. The 

expected signal from CH2I as a function of the direction of the elec

tric vector was then calculated as for the I+ data and compared to the 

experimental data, with ~ again as the only variable parameter. The 

best fit was obtained with ~ = 0.6: 0.1. As shown explicitly for the 

the I+ polarized light data in Figures 14b and c, the good fit to the 

CH2I+ data using a uniform anisotropy of 0.6 over the entire distribu

tion indicates that signal at the fast side and at the slow side of the 

distribution, which might contain various amounts of Br( 2P112 ) and 

Br( 2P312 ), have the same angular distribution. It is discussed in 

Ref. 6 that for C-Br bond fission this parallel anisotropy indicates 

that primarily Br( 2P112 ) is formed in C-Br dissociation at 248 nm. 
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I. Branching Ratio Between C-I and C-Br bond fission at 248 nm 

A lower bound to the relative number of molecules undergoing 

primary C-I bond fission to the number undergoing primary C-Br bond 

fission at 248 nm can be estimated from the relative signal intensities 

in the I+ and 81Br+ spectra assigned to I and Br atoms from 

primary dissociation events. The ratio obtained is a lower limit 

because Br+ signal from CH2Br would fall at arrival times in the 

fast part of the signal which is assumed to be only due to Br atoms. 

(The CH2I product signal arrives at slower times than the sharp 

spikes in the I+ spectra, so it introduces no error.) 

The calculation of the branching ratio from the signal intensities 

proceeds in the manner described in detail by Krajnovich12 with two 

additions, correction for the isotopic abundance of 81Br+ and for 

our extra sensitivity to fragments recoiling with a more parallel 

angular distribution with respect to the electric vector of the 

dissociating light. Assuming the angular divergence of the beam and 

the finite angular acceptance of the detector are negligible, one is 

more sensitive to products with higher anisotropy parameters by a 

factor of 1 + a/4. A lower limit of 1.2:1 for C-I:C-Br bond fission is 

thus obtained. At this excitation wavelength, which may contain 

contributions from both the n(I) -~ cr*(C-I) and the n(Br) -~ cr*(C-Br) 

transitions, both C-I and C-Br fission occur to a significant extent, 

with C-I fission being the dominant channel. 
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II. Photodissociation of CH2Bri at 193 nm 

A. Thermodynamic Constraint on the Stability of Dissociation Products 

Identification of all the primary dissociation channels of CH2Bri 

excited via absorption of a 193 nm photon is complicated by the fact 

that the photon energy of 147.9 kcal/mol is greater than the endoergi-

city of CH2Bri ~ CH2 + I + Br (see Figure 2). Thus it is possible 

that some of the products formed will spontaneously undergo secondary 

dissociation. 

The secondary dissociation of CH2I, CH 2Br, or IBr will occur 

if the internal energy of those products is greater than their 

dissociation energy. Their internal energy can be derived from 

knowledge of the translational energy and internal energy channeled to 

the partner fragment (Br, I, and CH 2 respectively) in each primary 

dissociation. The routes for net formation of CH2 + I + Br are: 

a. CH2I + Br 

CH2Bri hv b. 
CH2Br + I CH2 + I + Br > 

c. CH2 + IBr. 
d • (simultaneous 3-body) 

Assuming there is no barrier to dissociation beyond the endothermicity, 

the energy required for reaction 8 is 130.4 kcal/mol. 4 The CH2Br, 

CH2I, or IBr fragments will be observed only if the energy released 

to translation plus the spin-orbit excitation of the I or Br fragment 

or the internal energy of the CH2 fragment for each respective 

(8) 
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primary dissociation event is greater than E(h~) - AH(reaction 8) = 

147.9- 130.4 = 17.5 kcal/mol. In special cases, CH2sr, CH2I, or 

IBr formed with internal energies above their dissociation limits may 

still survive secondary dissociation during the transit time to the 

detector. The fragment may be stable if, for instance, there is a 

rotational barrier to dissociation or if an electronically excited 

fragment fluoresces prior to dissociation, leaving it energetically 

stable. The contributing factors to the stability of the individual 

CH2Br, CH2I, and IBr fragments observed at 193 nm will be outlined 

in each section below. 

193 nm 
-----~ CH2I + Br (9) 

+ The TOF spectrum of m/e = 141, CH2r , is shown ir Figure 16. The 

spectrum consists of a fast narrow signal peaking at 370 ~sec 

corresponding to CH2I product from C-Br bond fission that has not 

undergone secondary dissociation to CH2 + I, and a small broad tail 

attributed to dissociation fragments of a small fraction of dimer 

contamination in the beam. The P(ET) derived from forward 

convolution fitting of the CH2I signal is shown in Figure 17. The 

fit is shown in solid line in Figure 16. Below 6 kcal/mol the P(ET) 

is somewhat uncertain due to contamination of the CH2I+ TOF from 

dissociation of dimers. The P(ET) shows the distribution of 

translational energies released in C-Br fission for dissociation events 

that formed stable CH2I radical product. 
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The analysis of the energetics in Section II.A. concluded that 

C-Br bond fission releasing less than 17.5 kcal/mol to translation 

would produce energetically unstable CH2I unless the partner Br atom 

were spin-orbit excited. CH2I produced with even a kcal/mol of 

energy above its dissociation limit would be expected to dissociate in 

much less than the > 350 psec flight time to the detector. Thus, most 

of the observed reaction (9) with the P(ET) shown in Figure 17 must 

correspond to the process: 

One would expect that if an appreciable fraction of C-Br bond 

fissions produced ground state Br atoms one would see a break 
. + 
in the P(ET) derived from the CH2I TOF near 17.5 kcal/mol, because 

the CH2I from the ground state channel would be lost below that 

translational energy to secondary dissociation. There is no break 

observed. Normally one could compare the distribution of c.m. 

velocities of CH2I and Br atom products to determine whether any 

(10) 

CH 2I was being lost to secondary dissociation since the two fragment 

velocities are related by momentum conservation, but in this system, 

the Br+ spectrum is too congested with signal from ot~er dissociation 

pathways. 
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c. 193 nm 
-----~ CH2Br + I 

The TOF spectrum of m/e = 95, ·CH2
81Br+, is shown in Figure 18 

(top frame). The spectrum shows a fast signal peaking near 300 psec 

attributed to stable CH 2Br product .. from C-I bond fission, a small 

( 11) 

peak at 400 psec and a broad slow peak at 650 psec. The peaks at- 650 

psec and at 400 psec were explicitly determined to be from dissociation 

of clusters in the beam by repeating the TOF measurement under 

conditions with smaller amounts of dimers as in I.E (bottom frame in 

Figure 18). The cluster dissociation signal is large in relation to 

the primary C-I dissociation channel signal because the fraction of C-I 

bond fission at 193 nm is so much smaller than at 248 nm. 

An approximate P(ET) for C-I bond fission producing stable 

CH2Br product was derived from forward convolution fitting of the 
+ CH2Br TOF. The P(ET) in Figure 19 gaye the fit shown in solid line 

in Figure 18; the shape of the P(ET) below 10 kcal/mol is only 

approximate due to dimer contamination. By the same argument stated in 

Section II.A and applied in detail to the C-Br fission P(ET) in 

Section II.B, more than two thirds of the dissociation events that 

produced this stable CH2Br product must have produced I atom in the 
2 . 
P112 state: 

(12) 

.. 
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Because the spin-orbit splitting of I is so large, 21.7 kcal/mol, 

all the CH2Br produced via reaction (12) would be energetically 
+ stable and could be detected in the CH 2sr spectrum, independent of 

the translational energy of the products. C-I bond fission producing 

ground state I atoms would not produce stable CH 2Br product unless 

more than 17.5 kcal/mol were released into translation. As in C-Br 

bond fission, most of the fast peak in the CH281sr+ spectrum 

must correspond to formation of spin-orbit excited I( 2P112 ) product 

(reaction 12). 

As with Br+, the I+ spectrum in this system is too congested 

with signal from other dissociation pathways to determine whether any 

of the CH2Br product is being lost to secondary dissociation. It is 

clear, however, that if more than a small fraction of C-I bond fissions 

produced ground state I atoms one would see a break in the P(ET) 

derived from the CH2Br TOF near 17.5 kcal/mol, because the CH2Br 

from the ground state channel would be lost below that translational 

energy to secondary dissociation. 

D. 193 nm ------+ CH2 + IBr 

+ The TOF spectra of m/e = 206,208, IBr , at source to detector 

angles of 10° and 20° are shown in Figure 20. The signal is easily 

assigned to IBr product from the primary three-center elimination of 

IBr from CH2Bri. It was explicitly determined that the signal was 

not due to dissociation of dimers by identifying the I+ and Br+ 

(13) 
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signal from IBr through their arrival times and checking those spectra 

for contribution from dimers. The times of arrival of I+ and Br+ 

from IBr (corrected for ion flight time) are shown in the left frames 

of Figure 21 in solid line. The signal from IBr is evident in both the 

I+ and Br+ TOF•s. The data taken under reduced dimer conditions 

are shown in the right frames of Figure 21 for comparison. Any signal 

from dissociation of dimers in the beam should decrease substantially 

with respect to monomer signal, as measured at 248 nm (see Section 

I.E.). Because signal attributed to IBr did not decrease in intensity 

relative to the monomer dissociation signal at shorter arrival times, 

the IBr product observed must be from the concerted elimination of IBr 

from CH2Bri monomer excited at 193 nm. 

The P(ET) shown in Figure 22 is derived from fitting the IBr+ 

TOF shown in Figure 20. Neglecting the small fraction of IBr that 

might be formed in an excited electronic state which fluoresces on a 

time scale faster than predissociation, the stable IBr product must 

have been formed in dissociation events which channelled at least 17.5 

kcal/mol of energy into translation and internal excitation of the 

CH 2 partner fragment. At lower and lower translational energies, the 

partner CH2 to the IBr product must be more and more internally 

excited for the IBr product to be stable. Thus one would expect the 

P(ET) for formation of all IBr product including that which 

subsequently dissociates to show a lower average translational energy 

than the P(ET) derived from stable IBr in Figure 22. The IBr that 

undergoes secondary dissociation to I + Br would contribute to the 
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+ + signal peaking at - 600 and - 500 psec in the I and Br TOF's 

respectively, as discussed in Section II.E. 

The P(ET) for production of stable IBr also suggests the nature 

of the IBr electronic state. The maximum energy released to transla

tion is a very sharp 23.5 = 1.0 kcal/mol. This energy corresponds very 

closely to the maximum available energy for translation if electronic

ally excited IBr (3rr1) is formed: 

6E = 88.46 + 35.1213 = 123.58 (14) 

Eavail = 147.9- 123.58 = 24.3 kcal/mol 

Because the CH2 has so few degrees of freedom one would expect that 

some of the fragments would recoil with very close to the total avail

able energy. Apparently the I atom Rydberg state formed by exciting 

CH2Bri at 193 nm is predissociated by a state that correlates specif

ically to electronically excited IBr product and ground state CH 2(3s1). 

It is not clear whether the broad and flat translational energy 

distribution is due to the fact that a channel producing IBr( 3rr1) + 

CH2(1A1) (9.05 kcal/mol above CH2(3B1)) is also involved. 
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E. Anisotropy of Primary Processes and Secondary Dissociation of 
Fragments 

+ + Two sets of TOF spectra of m/e = 127, I , and m/e = 81, Br , are 

shown in Figures 23 and 24 respectively. The TOF spectra in the first 

column are taken with the photolyzing laser unpolarized and having 

a pulse energy of - 200 mJ/pulse. The TOF data in the second column in 

each figure are taken with the laser linearly polarized in the 

direction of the detector but with the power reduced by a factor of 

-7. 

The polarization dependence of the primary dissociation channels 
+ + can be qualitatively derived from the TOF spectra of I and Br at 

source to detector angles of 10° shown in Figures 23a and d and 24a and 

d. The TOF spectra at 10° are very nearly superimposable, independent 

of the polarization of the laser. The signal from IBr elimination to 

form stable IBr product rising near 500 psec in both sets of 10° TOF 

data spans a wide range of c.m. angles. The Newton diagram in Figure 

25 shows the angle between the electric vector of the light and the 

c.m. recoil direction of the observe~ IBr product ranges from 26° to 

beyond 90°. The c.m. angular distribution with respect to the molecu

lar beam-detector plane is necessarily isotropic for the data taken 

with unpolarized light as the direction of the electric vector is iso-

tropic in that plane. The fact that the shape of the TOF signal from 

IBr product does not change when the light is polarized shows that the 

c.m. angular distribution of the stable IBr product is nearly 

isotropic. The same argument can be applied to the broad underlying 
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signal attributed to the dissociation to CH2 + I + Br extending from 

400 psec to 900 psec in the 10° TOF data in Figures 23 and 24. One can 

also see from this data that the overlapping fast signals from CH 2sr, 

CH 2I, I, and Br also show no strong polarization dependence. In 

fact, the TOF data shown in Figures 23d-e and 24d-e are fit with all 

components assumed to have an isotropic angular distribution. It is 

evident from the Newton diagram in Figure 25 that the range of c.m. 

angles between these fast products detected at 10° and the electric 

vector of the polarized light is small, between 5 and 15°. In this 

case one does not expect a large difference in the shape of the TOF 

spectra of the fast products, because the c.m. scattering angle does 

not change much across the spectra, but one does expect a large change 

in the relative intensity of any anisotropic fast signal compared to 

signal that is isotropic. If the c.m. angular distribution of I or Br 

resulting from C-I or C-Br bond fissions were perpendicular, for 

instance, signal from I or Br in the polarized light data should 

disappear almost entirely in the polarized light TOF data relative to 

the slow isotropic IBr signal. Thus all the primary processes observed 

at 193 nm have close to an isotropic c.m. angular distribution. 

The identification of signal from the secondary dissociation of 

fragments may also be made by examining the data in Figs. 23 and 24. 

If the absorption transition of a fragment for a 193 nm photon is not 

saturated, then signal from 11 fragments of fragments 11 should decrease 

linearly with respect to the primary product signal when the laser 

power is decreased. There are a few obvious features in the I+ 
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and Br+ TOF spectra of Figures 23 and 24 a-c that substantially 

decrease in intensity relative to the primary fragment signal when the 

laser power is decreased. The very fast peaks in the I+ and Br+ 

TOF spectra arriving at 200 and 140 psec respectively in the 20° TOF 

spectra are easily assigned to some IBr product absorbing a photon and 

dissociating to I + Br by inspection of their arrival times.6 The 

obvious broad hump in the I+ spectrum at 20° {Figure 23b) rising near 

240 psec and extending underneath the primary dissociation signal is 

assigned to the I from CH2I 193 nm > CH2 + I. The Br product 

from the secondary dissociation of CH2Br is noticeable just to the 

fast side of the primary Br atom peak at 20° {Figure 24b) at - 200 psec 

and clearly extends through the primary signal, as evidenced by the 

difference between the two 30° Br+ TOF spectra in Figure 24 (the 

underlying secondary signal becomes more important at wider angles in 

the laboratory frame of reference). The corresponding low power TOF 

data show the expected substantial decrease in the secondary 

photodissociation signal. The CH2 fragment in the secondary 

photodissociation of CH2I and CH 2Br would partially overlap the 

CH2 product from primary IBr elimination. This signal is apparent in 

the CH+ TOF spectrum shown in Figure 26. 

The identification of the portion of the slow signal in the data 

of Figs. 23 and 24 which does not correspond to IBr product may now be 

discussed. At both 193 nm and 210 nm, the energy of one photon is 

sufficient to break both C-halogen bonds in the molecule, producing 

CH2 +I+ Br. A priori; the net chemical reaction may proceed via 

• 
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CH2I, CH2Br, or IBr intermediates which are internally excited 

above their dissociation limits or via a one-step three-body 

dissociation where only the net linear momenta of the three products 

must sum to zero (reaction 8). The considerations discussed in II.B 

and C suggest little CH2I or CH2Br is formed which undergoes 

spontaneous secondary dissociation, leaving reaction (Be) or (8d) to 

produce the slow signal in the I+ and Br+ spectra.· Although it is 

easiest to suggest that the signal is due to IBr formed above the 

dissociation limit decaying spontaneously, the IBr 3rr1 state cannot 

be a true metastable intermediate as it correlates to ground spin-orbit 

state products. (If any IBr were produced in the energetically allowed 

3rr0+ state, this state could serve as an intermediate, as it 

correlates to I+ Br( 2P112)). It is thus probable that the three 

products are formed in one process with no true intermediate. In the 

absence of coincidence measurements of all three fragments, however, a 

three body dissociation is not uniquely defined; only the individual 

translational energies of the I and Br fragment may be determined. For 

the purpose of attempting a unique analysis, primary CH 2 + IBr 

formation releasing very little translational energy such that the 

CH2 is primarily a spectator will be assumed, so the momenta of I and 

Br must be matched as they would if a true slow IBr intermediate were 

formed. The P(ET) derived is the probability of the total energy in 

translation of the I and Br fragments, neglecting the recoil of the 

CH2 fragment. The data at 193 nm may be approximately fit under this 

constraint, but not the 210 nm data which will be discussed later. 
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Identification of the signal from reaction (8) in the I+ and 

Br+ spectra of Figures 23 and 24 is made by subtracting the known 

velocity distributions of products from C-I fission, C-Br fission and 

IBr elimination from the spectra, leaving the signal from formation of 

CH2 + I + Br. The deconvolution of the spectra into their components 

is somewhat flexible, particularly where primary product signal from 

C-I and C-Br bond fission overlaps the signal from reaction (8), but 

the process still yields valuable information. The shapes of the TOF 

signals from IBr, CH2I, and CH2Br at I+ and Br+ are determined 

by the shapes of their spectra in Figures 20, 16 and 18, assuming that 

no significant fraction of CH2Br or CH2I undergoes secondary 

unimolecular dissociation, so that the CH2Br+ and CH 2I+ signal 

represent all the primary dissociation events. Thus three of the four 

curves used to fit the I+ and Br+ spectra are uniquely determined 

from other data. The remaining large broad signal indicated in long 

dashed line between 300 and 900 psec arrival times in the I+ and 

Br+ spectra in Figures 23 and 24 is most likely from the spontaneous 

secondary dissociation of internally excited IBr or from three-body 

dissociation (reaction 8d). The relative intensity of the signal from 

C-I fission, C-Br fission and IBr elimination was varied to produce the 
+ best fit to the data while constraining the r~maining broad I and 

Br+ signal to be smooth. The additional constraint that the signal 

attributed to secondary or three-body I and Br production be related by 

momentum conservation with CH 2 as a spectator was imposed to obtain 

the shape of the secondary or three-body dissociation signal shown in 
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long dashed line in Figures 23 and 24 d-f. The overlapping spectra 

clearly produce uncertainty in the fast portion of this signal. 

An approximate P(ET) for the I and Br from dissociation to CH2 
+ I + Br was obtained by fitting this remaining signal in the I+ and 

Br+ spectra and is shown in Figure 27. The mean energy released to 

translation of the I and Br. fragments together is 2.9 kcal/mol. _The 

CH2 from three body dissociation could not be isolated in the 

congested CH+ spectra (Fig. 26) so a full picture of this three body 

or secondary process could not be obtained. 

F. Absence of CH2Bri 
193 nm CH 2Bri ------~ 

193 nm 
------~ CHI + HBr and 

CHBr + HI. 

These dissociation channels were excluded using exactly the same 

method as described for the photolysis at 248 nm in Section I.C. The 

HI+ and HBr+ spectra at 193 nm show no significant signal. The 
.R1 + + 81 + 

spectra of CH- Br and CHI are identical to those of CH2 Br and 

CH2I+, further establishing that no HI or HBr elimination occurs. 

G. Branching Ratio Between C-I and C-Br Bond Fission 

A branching ratio between the two bond fission channels at 193 nm 

can be obtained with no approximations for the fragment ionization 

cross sections by considering the spectra of Figures 23 and 24. Since 

secondary dissociation of IBr or three-body dissociation produces one 

of each halogen atom fragment, the signal from the secondary (or three 

body) dissociation channel can be used to calibrate the detector 
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sensitivity for Br and I atoms from C-Br and C-I bond fissions. With 

the deconvolution of the spectra as shown in Figures 23 and 24 and 

described in Section !I.E and the anisotropy for each channel taken to 

be zero (see Section !I.E) a C-Br to C-I branching ratio of 3.5:1 is 

obtained. The effects of the c.m. to lab transformation and number 

density sensitivity of the ionization process were accounted for here, 

as in the rest of the analysis. 

• 
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I II. Photodissociation of CH2Bri at 210 nm14 

A. Thermodynamic Constraint on the Stability of Dissociation Products 

As at 193 nm, the energy of a 210 nm photon is greater 

than the energy required to promote the net chemical reaction 

CH 2Bri ~ CH2 +I+ Br (rxn. 8). At 210 nm, however, only the 

lowest electronically excited state of IBr is energetically allowed 

and correlates to ground state halogen atom products, so it may not 

serve as a metastable intermediate. The photon energy of 136 kcal/mol 

is only slightly above the endothermicity of the net reaction (8) of 

130.4 kcal/mol, so any initial internal energy of the CH 2Bri parent 

molecule could have a noticeable influence on the energetic 

constraints. If one assumes the rotation of the parent molecule is 

completely relaxed in the supersonic expansion, but no vibrations 

relax, the average internal energy of the CH2Bri parent at 140°C is 

found to be 1.5 kcal/mol. Thus, on the average, there is only 7.1 

kcal/mol of energy for the relative translational and internal 

energies of the final CH2 +I+ Br products of reaction (8). 

Several conditions on the stability of dissociation products and 

the internal energies of the final products are immediately apparent: 

1) the CH 2I or CH2Br products from dissociation events forming 

spin-orb it excited Br or I atoms wi 11 not undergo secondary 

dissociation, 2) CH2I, CH2Br, or IBr from dissociation events 

channeling more than 7.1 kcal/mol to translation in the primary 

dissociation event (: -1.5 kcal/mol due to the distribution of 
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internal energies of the parent) will not undergo secondary 

dissociation, and 3) any possible three-body dissociation (rxn. 8d) 

may not produce spin-orbit excited halogen product and may not channel 

more than about 7.1 kcal/mol to the relative translation of the 

products. (CH2Bri parent with greater than the mean internal energy 

will raise the 7.1 kcal/mol limit correspondingly.) 

(16) 

+ 
T~e TOF spectrum of m/e = 141, CH2I , at a 20° source to 

detector angle is shown in Fig. 28. The spectrum con~ists of a sharp 

spike from C-Br fission which tails off slowly at longer arrival 

times. The TOF spectrum of Br+ at a 20° source to detector angle is 

shown in Fig. 29. The sharp spike in that spectrum corresponds to Br 

product that is momentum matched with the signal from CH 21. The 

P(ET) for C-Br bond fission at 210 nm which gave the fit in solid 

line to the CH2I+ signal is shown in Fig. 30. This P(ET) 

correctly predicts the time of arrival of Br atoms from C-Br bond 

fission as shown in Fig. 29. The dissociation events releasing less 

than 5.6 kcal/mol to translation must have produced spin-orbit excited 

Br atoms or the CH2I product would not have been stable. One would 

not expect to resolve the Br spin-orbit states in the TOF spectrum 

given the large range of internal energies of the CH2I product, so 

some of the dissociation events may also produce ground state Br 

atoms. However the polarization study described in III.G indicates 
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the whole distribution has the same anisotropy; because transition at 

the curve crossing is less likely in C-Br dissociation than in C-I 

dissociation,15 the anisotropy suggests that only Br(2p112 ) 

atoms are formed here. 

(17) 

The TOF spectra of m/e = 127, I+, shown in Fig. 31 for source to 

detector angles of 10° and 20°, show no contribution from C-I fission, 

but only contributions from fragmentation of CH2I and IBr in the 

ionizer and I atoms from three body dissociation, as explained below. 

No signal was detected at m/e = 95, CH2
81Br+. These results show 

there is no primary C-I fission to produce CH 2Br + I. Because 

primary C-I fission occurs along a repulsive surface releasing a large 

fraction of the total available energy to translation as in C-Br 

fission and because I is lighter than CH2I, I atoms recoiling from 

CH2Br in C-I bond fission are expected to have larger c.m. recoil 

velocities than CH2I from C-Br fission. This expectation is 

confirmed experimentally at both of the other excitation wavelengths. 

Thus, I atom product from primary C-I fission should appear at 

slightly faster arrival times than CH 2I from C-Br fission. The 

shape of the signal from CH2I product from C-Br fission which 

fragments to I+ in the ionizer is obtained from the CH 2I+ 

spectrum shifted by 2 psec for the different ion flight times. When 

this shape is superimposed on the I+ spectrum (Fig. 31, bottom 
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frame) one obtains a perfect fit to the fast side and peak of the fast 

signal. There is no signal in the I+ spectrum which can be 

attributed to I atoms from primary C-I fission. As at 193 nm, the 

slow signal in the I+ spectrum is from the net chemical reaction (8) 

and from fragmentation of IBr in the ionizer. 

It is clear that the absence of any signal at CH2sr+ from the 

photodissociation of CH2Bri monomer and the absence of any fast 

signal in the I+ spectrum which does not precisely match the 

velocity of the CH2I product from C-Br fission shows that CH2Bri 

does not undergo primary C-I fission at an excitation wavelength of 

210 nm. 

(18) 

The TOF of m/e = 208, I81sr+, at a source to detector angle of 

10° is shown in Fig. 32. The corresponding product velocities in the 

c.m are too small for the IBr to appear in the 20° I+ and Br+ 

spectra, but the I+ spectrum at 10° shown in the top frame of 

Fig. 31 shows I+ signal from IBr fragmenting in the ionizer. The 

signal at CH+ was too small to be observable but a P(ET) for the 

concerted elimination _giving CH2 + IBr is easily derived from the 

IBr+ data. The P(ET) is shown in Fig. 33; the corresponding fit 

is shown in solid line in Fig. 32. The shape of the P(ET) below -4 

kcal/mol in translation is not sensitive to fitting the IBr+ data 

because the slower IBr product will not recoil out to 10°. The sharp 
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cutoff of the P(ET) near 13 kcal/mol is sensitive to the data; the 

cutoff again occurs near the total available energy corresponding to 

formation of only electronically excited IBr (see Section II.D) in the 

concerted elimination. A crude estimate of the probability for this 

dissociation channel indicates it accounts for less than 6 percent of 

the dissociation events. 

E. Absence of CH2Bri 210 nm> CHI + HBr and CH 2Bri 210 nm> CHBr + HI 

The TOF spectra of m/e = 128, HI+, and m/e = 82, H81Br+, at 

source to detector angles of 20° show no signal from HI or HBr 

elimination. The I+ and Br+ spectra also indicate no evidence for 

these channels. 

F. CH Bri 210 nm> CH + I + Br 2 2 (8d) 

The net reaction to form CH2 + I + Br produces the broad signal 

in the I+ and Br+ spectra which is not from stable IBr product. 

It accounts for roughly 1/3 of the dissociation events. There is no 

obvious metastable IBr state which can serve as an intermediate in a 

two step process. We attribute the slow signal in the I+ and Br+ 

spectra to simultaneous three-body dissociation for several reasons. 

These include first, the 3n1 state of IBr correlates to ground 

state I and Br atoms, while the energy of the system is not sufficient 

to produce much IBr in the 3n0+ state which could serve as an 
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intermediate, predicted to have its zero point vibrational level about 

1500 cm-1 above the dissociation limit to ground state I and 

Br. 15b Second, there is no CH2Br product formed which can undergo 

secondary dissociation and give the slow signal detected at Br+ and 

secondary dissociation of CH2I would not give signal peaking as 

close to the c.m. as that observed in the I+ spectra. The 

possibility of metastable electronically excited CH2I or cH2Br 

intermediates which all subsequently dissociate cannot be positively 

excluded, but because the electronic states of these radicals are not 

known we will not speculate further. 

The distribution of translational energies imparted to the I atom 

and Br atom products in the three body dissociation events is derived 

from fitting of the slow signal in the I+ and Br+ TOF spectra in 

Figs. 31 and 29. The range of translational energies of the Br atom 

product is shown in the right frame of Fig. 34 and for the I atom 

product is shown in the left frame of Fig. 34. A total translational 

energy distribution for the three-body process cannot be arrived at 

without coincidence measurements of the velocities of the products. 

The fastest I atom velocities in the slow signal may only originate 

from dissociation of CH2Bri with at least 2 kcal/mol of internal 

energy (unless the endothermicity of reaction (8) is overestimated). 
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G. Polarization Dependences of Dissociation at 210 nm 

The polarization dependencies of each of the reactions observed at 

210 nm were measured and are discussed in detail in Reference 6. The 

translational energy release was derived from the unpolarized data, 

only the anisotropy parameter s was varied to obtain a fit to the data 

taken with polarized light. The slow signal from three-body 

dissociation to CH2 + I+ Br shows a parallel angular distributfon 

with s = approximately 1.0 ± 0.2 for I and s = 0.65 ± 0.25 

approximately for Br. Reaction (16) producing CH 2I + Br also shows 

a parallel polarization dependence with s = 0.6, derived by comparison 

with the slow Br+ signal from three-body dissociation. Due to the 

very low c.m. translation energies imparted to IBr from reaction {18), 

the IBr+ TOF spectra are only weakly dependent on the anisotropy. 

which lies in the range 0.8 > s >- 1.0. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Summary of Primary Experimental Results 

Although several chemically distinct reactions, including C-Br and 

C-I bond fission and IBr, HBr, and HI elimination, are energetically 

allowed via excitation of CH2Brl at all three wavelengths, 4 the 

dissociation channels that result are few and specific to the excit

ation wavelength. At 248 nm, only C-1 and C-Br bond fission occur, 
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with C-1 bond fission dominant by a ratio of more than 1.2 to 1. C-1 

bond fission produces both spin-orbit states of iodine with the same 

polarization dependence in a ratio of 2P312 : 2P112=1.0:0.75. The 

anisotropies of the recoil of the I and Br atoms are each from a 

parallel transition with a equal to 1.0 and 0.6 respectively. The 

results at 248 nm are interpreted in terms of the excitation being in 

a region where the n -~a* transitions of I and Br overlap. At 

193 nm, three dissociation channels occur, C-Br bond fission, C-I bond 

fission and 1Br elimination with bond fission producing halogen atoms 

primarily (perhaps exclusively) in the spin-orbit excited 2P112 
state. C-Br bond fission dominates C-1 bond fission by a ratio of 

3.5:1. The concerted reaction apparently produces exclusively 

electronically excited 1Br in the 3rr1 and perhaps higher 

electronic states. The recoil of all the primary fragments is 

isotropic with respect to the electric vector of the light, suggesting 

they all result from excitation to an I atom Rydberg level which is 

predissociated on a time scale long with respect to the rotational 

period of CH2Br1. Excitation at 210 nm, which is assigned to a 

n(Br) -~ o*(C-Br) transition, results in primary C-Br fission but no 

primary C-I bond fission. 1Br elimination to produce probably 

exclusively electronically excited IBr also occurs. Dissociation to 

CH2 + I + Br is energetically allowed and occurs at the two shorter 

wavelengths; whether this occurs as a very fast two step process or as 

a three-body dissociation is not certain. The experimental results 

are summarized in Table 1. 
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II. Bond Selective Fission of the C-Br Bond over the Weaker C-1 Bond 

in CH 2Brl 

The possibility of inducing specific dissociation or isomerization 

pathways in a molecule by varying the nature of the initial excitation 

has been of interest to many workers in the field of photochemistry 

and unimolecular reaction dynamics. For the dissociation of 

vibrationally excited molecules in the ground electronic state, 

theories16 in which the energy in vibrations and active rotations of 

the molecule is assumed to be distributed statistically throughout the 

molecule are extremely successful in modeling experimental results. 

Elegant selective excitation studies of unimolecular reaction dynamics 

in which vibrational energy is deposited into a particular local C-H 

or 0-H stretch in the molecule17 have shown that, at the low 

energies studied, vibrational energy redistribution occurs on a time 

scale fast with respect to isomerization or dissociation, so overall 

rates and branching ratios between dissociation pathways are 

successfully predicted with statistical theories. Dissociation 

pathways following electronic excitation of a molecule, however, are 

showh in this work to be critically sensitive to the electronic nature 

of the initial excitation and not just the energy of the exciting 

photon, as suspected in an earlier study by Bersohn and coworkers. 1 

If one deposits energy in CH 2Brl by heating it slcwly, the 

weakest bond in the molecule, the C-1 bond, will break preferentially. 

Branching ratios at a particular excitation energy E are determined 
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from the ratio of the dissociation rate constants, approximately 

k=A·exp(-Ea/E). As the preexponential A factors for simple bond 

fission reactions are similar, the activation energies, Ea, which 

are in this case roughly the C-X bond energies, would determine the 

branching ratio between C-I and C-Br bond fission; C-I bond fission 

would thus dominate in this statistical framework. Photochemistry 

texts have generalized the results of previous experiments on the 

primary photodissociation pathways of polyhaloalkanes at excitation 

wavelengths ~2000 A as 11the dominant split in the photolysis ruptures 

the weakest C-halogen bond 11
,
18 implying that the results might be 

similar to thermal decomposition. However, excitation in this region 

is ton-~ a* states which are purely repulsive in the respective 

C-halogen bond. Dissociation lifetimes have been estimated from the 

anisotropy of product angular distributions to be much less than a 

picosecond. The concept of statistical distribution of energy in the 

molecule on such a short time scale is not reasonable. Thus, contrary 

to a statistical description, the experimental result~ show that 

excitation of CH2Bri at 210 nm of a transition assigned to 

n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) results in C-Br fission but no primary C-I fission. 

The previous photolysis experiments which led to the conclusion 

that the weakest C-ha logen bond ruptures preferentially are easily 

reinterpreted on the basis of selective fission of the C-X bond 

corresponding to the particular n(X) -~a*(C-X) transition excited. 

The absorption bands corresponding to these transitions for X=Cl or F 

do not peak until the vacuum ultraviolet region. Of the twelve 
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molecules studied no system contained both C-Br and C-I bonds. 19 At 

wavelengths ~2000 A the n(Cl) -~ cr*(C-Cl) transition is expected to be 

at least an order of magnitude weaker than the corresponding C-Br or 

C-I transition. The weakest bond broke in these molecules because the 

n-a* transition for that bond was the strongest at wavelengths 

>2000 ~- This picture is consistent with the interpretation given by 

Bersohn of his recent experimental results on CH2srr1 irradiated 

primarily in the n(I) -~ a*(C-I) absorption band. Here he attributes 

the small fraction of C-Br fission to the photolysis bandwidth 

partially overlapping the n(Br) ~ a*(C-Br) transition. 

Still, this is oversimplified, as is evident from the results of 

photodissociation of 1,2-C2F4Bri by Krajnovich et al.,2 in which 

selective C-Br fission was not observed, and the occurrence of the IBr 

elimination channel in addition to C-Br bond fission in CH 2Bri 

excited at 210 nm. One might begin to think about these differences 

as follows. The similarity in the positions and shapes of the 

absorption bands, despite the dissimilarity in intensities, of 

CH2Brl (or c2F4Brl) to the corresponding features in the 

spectrum of CH3r and CH3Br (or c2F5Br and c2F5I) give 

plausibility to the assignment of the transition as still being 

local. The spectra do not show the broadening and splitting found in 

the spectra of CH2r2 and CH2Br2 when the unperturbed orbitals 

of the C-X bond lie at the same energies and so mix and split. Given 

the truth of the assumption that one is exciting essentially a 

n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) transition in CH 2Bri at 210 nm and in 
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1,2-C2F4Bri at 193 nm, any processes other than C-Br fission must 

be the result of intramolecular energy transfer that is fast enough to 

compete with rapid C-Br bond dissociation. The formation of IBr from 

CH 2Bri might result from the predissociation of the o*(C-Br) state 

by one that correlates to excited state IBr. It is probably not the 

result of internal conversion because dissociation of vibrationally 

excited ground state CH2Bri should give an overwhelmingly high 

fraction of C-I fission relative to IBr elimination. That the 

n(Br) -~ o*(C-Br) state of 1,2-C2F4Bri is not also predissociated 

to form some IBr follows easily from the geometric separation of the I 

and Br atoms in that molecule. However, the other difference in the 

dissociation pathways of the two bromo-iodo compounds is not so simply 

explained. The observation of an effect described as fast intramole

cular electronic energy transfer occurring in 1,2-C2F4Bri at 

193 nm, leading to a 1.7:1 ratio of C-I:C-Br fission, but not 

occurring in CH2Bri allowing selective fission of the C-Br bond over 

the C-I bond at 210 nm, warrants more careful inspection. 

The mechanism for the fast intramolecular electronic energy 

transfer in 1,2-C2F4Bri from the initial n -~a* excitation on the 

C-Br bond to one on the C-I bond is not certain, but several clues can 

be inferred from the experimental results. The anisotropy of the 

~oducts is parallel, B=1.8, so assuming the initial excitation is 

correctly assigned as an n(Br) -~ o*(C-Br) local excitation (as 

indicated by the similarity of the absorption spectrum in that region 

to C2F5Br) the initial transition moment is parallel to the C-Br 
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bond. The translational energy distribution of the I atom product 

following intramolecular energy transfer is fast and narrow, 

indicating the C-I bond stretches on an electronic surface that is 

repulsive in the C-I bond. In addition, the present results on 

CH 2Bri have indicated that the fraction of the total available 

energy (corrected by subtracting off any energy in spin-orbit 

excitation of I or Br product) partitioned to translation is the same 

for C-I fission and C-Br fission at each wavelength (-0.3 at 248 nm 

for C-I or C-Br fission and 0.2 at 193 nm). This result indicates 

that the I atoms and the Br atoms from 1,2-C2F4Bri at 193 nm are 

probably both spin~orbit excited, as only then is the partitioning to 

translation the same in both fissions, f=0.37 (see Table 3 of Ref. 2). 

(2 . 3 20 A repulsive surface that correlates to I P112 ) 1s the 00 
surface on the C-I bond. Thus we have a fast intramolecular elec

tronic energy transfer from the repulsive 3o0 n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) 

surface to a repulsive surface on the C-I bond, possibly the 3o0 
(C-I) surface. The energy transfer must be fast enough to compete 

with dissociation of the C-Br bond. 

An obvious model for such an energy transfer was suggested in 

Ref. 2 and will be clarified here. As the C-Br bond stretches along 

the repulsive electronic surface, some of the electroric energy will 

be converted into kinetic energy associated with C-Br separation. At 

some C-Br separation, the electronic energy remaining localized on the 

C-Br bond will become equal to the energy required to excite the 

n -~a* transition on the C-1 bond and a near resonant electronic 
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energy transfer could occur. The new state would roughly consist of a 

locally electronically excited C-I bond and a vibrationally excited 

C-Br bond. The question of what interaction would lead to such an 

energy transfer is raised. Two types of interactions which have been 

extensively studied in terms of electronic energy exchange are 

electron exchange and dipole-dipole interactions.21 The C-I and 

C-Br bonds are spatially separated in 1,2-C2F4Bri, so a short 

range electron exchange interaction is probably not indicated, but a 

dipole-dipole interaction is a strong possibility. Both transitions 

are dipole allowed and the transition moments are roughly parallel. 22 

Dipole-dipole electronic energy exchange is known to be very efficient 

with cross sections in some cases on the order of 10-100 A2.2 1 

The expectation that dipole-dipole electronic energy exchange could 

compete with C-Br dissociation was confirmed with a crude calculation 

of the time required for a dipole-dipole transition from the o*{C-Br) 

surface to the o*{C-I) surface.6 Because the C-I and C-Br bonds are 

fixed at a certain distance in the molecule, analogy was made to 

Forster energy transfer21 and the dipole-dipole interaction between 

the two chromophores was assumed to be constant over the time for 

which the electronic energy left over in the stretching C-Br bond was 

equal to the energy region of the n ~ o*{C-I) transition (a gross 

approximation). Applying the simplified dipole-dipole interaction 

formulae of Ref. 21 to this system we obtained a rate of 1.5x1o11 

transitions·sec-1 for electronic energy transfer from the C-Br 

chromophore to the C-I chromophore. 6 Thus if the C-Br bond takes on 
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the order of a picosecond to stretch through the region where the 

electronic energy in the C-Br excitation is equal to the energy 

required to excite to the repulsive C-I surface, energy transfer can 

take place and C-I fission can result from an initially local C-Br 

excitation. 

This model is difficult to extend to the case of CH2Bri to 

explain why intramolecular electronic energy transfer does not occur 

here, thus allowing us .to selectively dissociate the C-Br bond. The 

angular factor in the dipole-dipole interaction would strongly inhibit 

the transfer in CH 2Bri as the angle between the C-Br and C-I bonds 

(to which the transition moments are parallel) is strongly bent in 

CH2Bri and would approach 90° as Br recoiled from C. However, the 

distance between I and Br is much closer and is expected to overwhelm 

the angular factor in favor of transfer in CH2Bri. In fact, it is 

not at all clear that the interaction in CH 2Bri is well described by 

the simplified dipole-dipole interaction expression which relies on 

the assumption that the distance between the two transition dipoles is 

large. We are left with no clear indication of why electronic energy 

transfer does not occur in CH2Brl but does occur in 1,2-C2F4Bri. 

Participation of low frequency vibrational modes in 1,2-C2F4Bri in 

facilitating a near-resonant energy transfer is possible. 
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III. Concerted Elimination of Electronically Excited IBr from 

CH2Bri at 210 and 193 nm 

The product translational energy distributions for the formation 

of IBr + CH2 at both 210 and 193 nm cut off sharply at energies 

corresponding to the total available energy if only electronically 

excited IBr were formed in the concerted reaction. In addition, no 

concerted reaction occurred following excitation at 248 nm. Formation 

of ground state IBr + CH2 is energetically allowed at 248 nm, but 

formation of electronically excited IBr( 3rr1) is not. These two 

experimental results lead to the conclusion that the electronic states 

of CH2Bri resulting from excitation at 193 and 210 nm are predissoci

ated by a state which correlates spectfically to electronically 

excited IBr (hereafter referred to as IBr*). 

The result that only IBr* is formed from electronic excitation of 

CH2Bri may shed light on previous experimental results on CF2Br2 

and CH2I2• Although Krajnovich et a1. 9 found that no concerted 

elimination of Br2 occurred from CH 2Br2 following excitation at 

248 nm, an older experiment by Simons and Yarwood23 indicated that 

Br2 was formed when CF2Br2 was irradiated with light extending 

down to wavelengths of 2000 A. Leone and coworkers24 detected 

fluorescence from I2 after photolyzing CH2I2 at 193 nm as did 

Style and Ward25 photolyzing in the VUV. Broad-band photolysis 

experiments reviewed briefly in Ref. 18a report concerted elimination 

of Br2, BrF and c1 2 from a variety of polyhalomethanes at short 
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wavelengths, but the electronic states of the diatomic fragment are 

not identified. It appears that concerted elimination of 

X2(X 2 = Br2, I2 or IBr) from substituted methanes following 

excitation in the UV may produce exclusively electronically excited 

X2, and cannot occur when the photon energy is too small to produce 

electronically excited x2• 

The exclusive production of IBr* is consistent with a simple 

LCAO-MO description of the dissociation in which the reaction proceeds 

along a least motion path and spin is conserved.26 The evolution of 

the reaction under this model is shown in Fig. 35. Following 

excitation, the C-Br coordinate is repulsive and the C-Br bond will 

stretch; the CH2I portion of the molecule will rotate to reduce the 

Br-C-I angle as the C recoils from Br, better aligning the orbitals 

labeled as Pz on the halogen atoms which will combine to form a and 

a* orbitals of IBr. One immediately sees there are three electrons in 

the two Pz orbitals; when the IBr product is formed one of these 

electrons will be forced to the a*(IBr) orbital. Thus no ground state 

IBr may be formed along this least motion path, consistent with our 

experimental results. This model is readily applied to the photo-

dissociation of CH 2I2 and CH2Br2• It would explain why Br2 
elimination was not observed at 248 nm9 but was obs~rved at shorter 

excitation wavelengths23 and it suggests that the I2 fluorescence 

observed by Leone24 and by Style and Ward25 is representative of 

all the I2 formed in the reaction. The first group24 suggested 
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study of the I2(B) and I2(x) channels; this model shows the 

I2(X) channel probably does not occur. 

The model suggests an interesting possibility. If the electron 

spin is conserved during the evolution of the reactio~, then only a 

1Q 18 excitation can correlate to CH2(3B1) + IBr( 3rr1) (the singlet 

products not being together energetically allowed here). The 3Q0 
excitation may only correlate to one triplet and one singlet product. 

One might then postulate that excitation to the 1Q surface results 

in IBr elimination and excitation to the 3Q surface results in C-Br 

fission (the lowest energy elimination path not being spin allowed). 

This hypothesis is consistent with the parallel angular distribution 

of the Br atom from C-Br bond fission because excitation to the 

3Q0 surface is via a transition moment parallel to the C-Br bond. 

In this case the branching ratio between C-Br fission and IBr 

elimination might be controlled by tuning the excitation wavelength 

through the n(Br) -~ a*(C-Br) absorption band where the oscillator 

strengths of the 1Q1 and 3o0 transitions should vary. One 

would also expect that all the Br atoms would be formed in the 

2P11 2 spin-orbit excited state.20 ,27 
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IV. Product Energy Partitioning in the Simple Bond Fission Channels 

The simple bond fission reactions resulting from the UV excitation. 

of CH2Brl in this work occur via electronically excited surfaces 

which are repulsive in the respective C-X bond. Even the excitation 

at 193 nm is to a Rydberg state which is predissociated by repulsive 

electronic surfaces. 27 Breaking of a C-X bond on such a repulsive 

surface is amenable to modeling with very simple classical impulsive 

models. 28 Particularly at the higher energy excitation wavelengths 

where the repulsive potential is very steep, one would expect an 

impulsive force approximation to be good. The partitioning of the 

total available energy to translation, rotation, and vibration may be 

predicted under one of two very simple impulsive force models 

originally suggested by Wilson. 28 Derivations of the expressions 

for energy partitioning in the hard and soft radical impulsive models 

are outlined in Appendix 1 of Reference 6; it was found that the 

expression for partitioning between vibration and rotation given by 

Wilson is dependent on there being no geometry changes in the radical 

formed. A more general expression is derived in Ref. 6 and specific 

calculations for CH2Brl are presented. The soft radical impulsive 

model predicts that 20.3 percent of the available energy is channeled 

to translation in C-I fission and 20.4 percent is channeled to trans

lation in C-Br fission. The results summarized in Table 1 show that 

the soft radical model correctly predicts the average fraction of the 

energy partitioned to translation in C-X fission at 193 nm. At the 
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lower excitation energies the portion of the repulsive potential 

reached is not so steep and the heavy X atom recoils away not just 

from the light carbon atom, but from the whole radical, resulting in a 

larger fraction of the energy being partitioned to translation. 

The calculations also suggest that the rotational excitation of 

the CH2I or CH2Br fragments is quite large, -54 percer.t of the 

total available energy in the soft radical approximation. Unlike many 

previously studied haloalkanes such as CH3I, CF3I, c2F5I, or 

CH 3Br, bond fission in CH2Bri occurs with the fragments leaving 

each other at a large impact parameter, resulting in the radical 

having rotational energies predicted to be as great as 37 kcal/mole 

for CH2I from the C-Br fission observed at 193 nm. Whether the 

orbital motion of the separating collision partners can couple 

effectively with the molecule's spin and orbital angular momenta and 

affect the dissociation pathway is an interesting question. 

Finally, consideration of the constraint on the exit impact 

parameter imposed by conservation of energy and angular momentum 

provides a partial explanation for our observation of such reduced 

values of the anisotropy parameter a for C-I and C-Br fission at 

248 nm following presumed purely parallel excitations. In a classical 

picture, when two fragments depart with exit impact parameter b and 

relative translational energy ET, conservation of angular momentum 

requires that 
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2~ 2 2 
1 ~2 1 t 2 1 ~ rel b 

Erot = 2 Iw = 2 -I - = 2 I 

2 
= E l!E_ 

T I 

where ~ is the reduced mass of the two fragments and I is the moment 

of inertia of the radical R formed in dissociation. Since the sum of 

the rotational and translational energies must be less than or ~qual 

to the total available energy one easily derives that 

E l/2 
b <[l ( avail _ 1)] 

- ~ ET 

For C-I bond fission in CH2Bri at 248 nm where 12.5 kcal/mole is 

released to translation, near tT, and r( 2P112 ) is formed, the 

exit impact parameter must be~ 1.26 A (I for CH 2Br is taken as 

45.53 A2 g/mol). The equality is realized only if Evib = 0. If 

the molecule dissociated from its equilibrium configuration with a 

repulsive force along the C-I bond the exit impact parameter would be 

much greater, -1.5 A. Thus, to undergo C-I fission to CH2Br+I( 2P112 ) 

with 12.5 kcal/mol in translation the molecule must distort signifi-

cantly during dissociation, resulting in a reduced anisotropy in the 

angular distribution of the scattered product following an absorption 

parallel to the C-I bond. 

In this work, we have investigated the dissociation processes 

resulting from excitation to three different electronic surfaces in 

CH2Bri. Several results were of particular interest. An excitation 

assigned as n(Br) -~ o*(C-Br) to a surface repulsive in the the C-Br 

bond allowed prompt fission of that bond over a weaker bond in the 

molecule.29 The detailed investigation of such selective processes 
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and the intramolecular energy transfer processes which inhibit such 

selectivity in other systems2 must now be undertaken. In addition, 

the concerted elimination of solely electronically excited IBr at the 

two higher energy excitation wavelengths and no IBr at the lowest 

energy wavelength highlights the importance of asking more detailed 

questions about the photochemical decomposition of polyatomic mole

cules. Although a molecule may not dissociate to certain products 

when only their ground electronic states are energetically allowed, 

those products may be formed when there is enough energy to form them 

in excited electronic states. Here this phenomena was explained via a 

simple LCAO-MO least motion path for the dissociation. Clearly, the 

decomposition pathways of an electronically excited polyatomic 

molecule can be sensitive to both the interactions between electronic 

states in the molecule and the nuclear dynamics of the dissociation 

and their continued study will further our understanding of chemical 

reactions. 
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Table 1: Summary of primary experimental results. 

IT 
a b 

IT Reaction Wavelength FWHM ET(max) _II_ Eavail 
(kcal/mo1) (kca17mo1) (kca17mol) (kca 1 /mo 1) fT = £avail 

CH2Bri-+CH2Br+I( 2P312 ) 248.5 18.6 4.3 -- 1.0 :1: 0.1 60.0 .31 

2 248.5 12.4 4.5 1.0 :1: 0.1 38.3 .32 -+CH2Br+I( P112 ) --
(2 2 )c -+CH21+Br p3/2' plLf 248.5 11.1 8.2 -- 0.6 :1: 0.1 (47.4, 36.8)c (.23, .30)c 

(2 2 )c CH2Bri-+CH2I+Br P312, P~ 210 15.0 9.2 -- ( II )d (68.5, 57.9)c (.22, .26)e 

-+CHtiBr( 3rr1)e 210 5.5 7.1 13.6 -- 12.5e,f .44e 

CH2Bri-+CH2Br+I(2P112 ) 193.3 14.1 8.5 -- -o 71.1 .20 

-+CH
2

I+Br( 2P
112

) 193.3 14.1 10.0 -- -o 69.7 .20 

-+CH +IBr( 3rr )e 
2 1 193.3 11.7 19.0 23.7 -o 24.3e .48e 

a) ET(max) is the maximum energy in translation for those processes in which a sharp cutoff is observed. 

b) Eavail for this table= Ehv- AErxn- Eelec; e.g. for C-Br fission to form spin-orbit excited Br AErxn = o0(C-Br) and 
Eelec = 10.54 kcal/mol, the spin-orbit splitting of Br. The initial internal energy of the parent is not included here but is 
discussed in the text. 

c) The more likely spin-orbit state of the Br product is underlined, see text. 
d) (I I) signifies a parallel angular distribution, here 11 = 0.6 :t 0.3. 
e) The electronic state of the IBr product is assumed to be solely 3rr1 for this table. The experiment only determined that some 

of the IBr is formed in the 3rr1 state and none is formed in the ground state. Some fraction of the IBr may be formed in the 
3rr0 state if energetically allowed. 

f) Note the ET(max) is greater thanE .1 because the internal energy·of the CH2Brl parent of -1.5 kcal/mol was not included ava1 
in the Eavail• 

', 
.. 
.r.· 

0'1 
~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. UV absorption spectra of gaseous CH2Brl (Cary spectrometer). 

Fig. 2. Energetically allowed dissociation c~ahnels of CH2Brl 

excited at 193 and 248 nm. The C-1 and C-Br bond dissocia-

tion enthalpies are assumed to be the same as those of CH3I 

and CH3Br calculated from heats of formation given in Ref. 

4. The HI and HBr elimination channel endothermicities were 

calculated using the C-1 and C-Br energies estimated above, 

the H, I and Br heats of formation from Ref. 4 and the assump

tion that the enthalpy of CH2x ~ CHX + H (X=I,Br) is the 

same as that for CH3 -~ CH 2 + H calculated from Ref. 4. 

The enthalpy for CH2Brl -~ CH 2 + I + Br was calculated using 

AHf,O from Rosenstock et al. (see Ref. 4) for the products 

and the enthalpy of formation of CH2Brl at 0 K calculated 

by Kudchaker and Kudchaker (see Ref. 4). The IBr elimina

tion channel enthalpy is calculated from the above value and 

the enthalpy of I + Br -~ IBr from Rosenstock et al. The 

energetically allowed C-H bond fission and H2 elimination 

channels are not shown. An asterisk indicates the atom is 

formed in the 2P112 spin-orbit excited state. 



Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 
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81 + Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=95, CH2 Br , at 

a source to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points, 

----best fit to the data, obtained by adding the two 

components --- --- of CH2Br product from 

reactions 1a and 1b which are calculated from the two 

component P(ET) shown in Fig. 5, an anisotrcpy of a=1.0 for 

each channel, and a branching ratio of rxn 1b:1a of 0.75:1. 

248 nm: + Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=127, I , at 

source to detector angles of 10°, 20°, and 30°. o Experi-

mental data, ----fit calculated as the sum of the 

individual contributions of I( 2P312 ) 

shorter arrival time), I( 2P112 ) (--- ---, longer 

arrival time) (rxns. 1a and 1b} and I product from CH2I 

secondary dissociation (-- -- --). The contributions from 

rxns. 1a and 1b are calculated from the two component P(ET) 

shown in Fig. 5 which was derived from the CH2Rr TOF spectrum 

(Fig. 3). The secondary dissociation contribution was calculated 

from a P(ET) shown in Ref. 6, see Section I.G. The two 20° 

TOF's shown differ only in that signal was accumulated during 2 

~sec time intervals for one and 3 ~sec time intervals for the 

other. 
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Fig. 5. Center-of-mass product translationa~l energy distribution for 

Fig. 6. 

248 nm CH2Bri -----~ CH2Br + I. The two component P ( ET) • s shown 

as show the shape of ~ach component channel (see text) 

producing I (2P112 ) (lower translational energies) and 

I (2P312 ) (higher translational energies). This P(ET) was 
+ derived from forward convolution fitting of the CH 2Br TOF 

shown in Fig. 3 and was used to fit the I contribution from 

primary dissociation in the I+ TOF spectra of Fig. 4. The 

branching ratio for formation of I( 2P112 ):I( 2P312 ) is found 

to be 0.75:1 from the relative areas under each P(ET) given 

the same anisotropy for each channel of a= 1.0. 

248 nm: + Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=l41, CH2I , at a 

source to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. 

---- fit to the data ca 1 cul a ted for CH 2I product from 

rxn. 2 from the P(ET) shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 7. 248 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=81, 81sr+, at 

source to detector angles of 10°, 20°, and 30°. o Experimental 

points. ----shape of Br product contribution from C-Br 

primary bond fission (rxn. 2) calculated from the P(ET) shown 

in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8. Center-of-mass product translational energy distribution for 

248 nm 1 · CH2Bri ------~ CH2I + Br. Derived from forward convo ut1on 

fitting of the CH 2I product TOF of Fig. 6. 



Fig. 9. 
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+ 248 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=140, CHI , top, and 

m/e=94, c~1Br +, bottom, at a source. ~·;,detector angle of 

20°. o Experimental points. 

Fig. 10. 248 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=206, 208, rl9,81Br+ 

Fig. 11. 

at a source to detector angle of 10°. The assumed shape of 

the signal shown in (------)was used to calculate the shape 

of the signal that would be observed at CH+ (see Fig. 11) if 

the IBr+ signal were due to concerted elimination of IBr. 

o Experimental points. Signal is proposed to be from 

fragmentation of dimers. See text. 
+ 248 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=13, CH , at a source 

to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. total 

fit, sum of contributions from CH2I (------)and CH2Br 

(------.--),calculated from the P(ET)•s shown in Figs. 5 

and 8. The hump at short arrival times (------ ---) shows 

where one would expect CH 2 from cH2Brl -~ CH2 + IBr if the 

signal observed in Fig. 10 were IBr product. The fast data 

shown without a fit is attributed to CH 2 from the secondary 

photodissociation of CH2Br and CH2I products (see Sections 

I. F an d I. G) • 
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Fig. 12. 248 nm: Prfrduct TOF spectra taken with a lower seeding ratio to 

reduce clusters'tn the beam. · Top, taken at m/e=127, I+, at a 

source to detector angle of 10°. Middle, taken at m/e=81, 

81Br+, at a source to detector angle of 10°. Bottom, taken 

at m/e=94, CH81Br+, at a source to detector angle of 20°. o 

Experimental points. 

Fig. 13. 248 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=81, 81Br+, at two 

different laser pulse energies -200 mJ/pulse and -35 mJ/pulse at 

a source to detector angle of 20°. (Laser focused to 1 mm x 

3 mm, 17 nsec pulse width.) 

Fig. 14. 248 nm: a) (top) Polarization Dependence of I atom signal from 

C-I bond fission. o Experimental points. ---- best fit 

calculated using the P(ET) for C-I fission of Fig. 5 and an 

anisotropy of a=1.0 in expression (7). Fits showing confidence 

in the value of a are--- a=l.1 and---- a=0.9. 

(Data and all fits normalized to highest point= 1.0). Bottom 

left corner shows velocity vector diagram that indicates that 

the I signal intensity peaks when the electric vector is 

aligned parallel to the c.m. recoil direction of the fragment. 

Error in angle is ±2°. b,c) {left frames) Fits to m/e=127, 
+ 0 I , TOF spectra taken at a source to detector angle of 20 

with the polarization vector of the light at 0° and at 100° (see 

Fig. 14a for diagram). o Experimental points. 

total fit to the data assuming each channel (-- -), rxn•s 

1a and b, independently has an anisotropy of 1.0 and using the 
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P(ET) derived from.the unpolarized TOF data. d,e) (right 

frames) Fits to the same I+ data as in b,c) assuming the 

channel producing I( 2P112 ) has a a of 2.0 and that producing. 

I( 2P312 ) has a a of 0.5. The weighting of the two channels 

is chosen so the unpolarized light data (Fig. 4) and the total I 

atom signal intensity vs polarization (Fig. 14a) would still be 

fit. The poor fits obtained show the two channels do not have 

different anisotropies. 

Fig. 15. 248 nm: a) (top) Polarization Dependence cf CH2I fragment 

signal from C-Br fission. o Experimental points. 

Fig. 16. 

best fit calculated using the P(ET) for c~Br fission of Fig. 8 

and an anisotropy of a=0.6 in expression (7). Fits showing 

confidence in the value of a are --- a=0.7 and ---

a=0.5 (data and all fits normalized to highest point= 1.0). 

Fits assume that the same anisotropy is representative of the 

whole P(ET). Newton diagram shown in bottom left. 

b,c) Fits to the m/e=141, CH2I+, TOF spectra taken at a 

source to detector angle of 20° with the polarization vector 

of the light at 0° (middle) and at 100° (bottom). o Experi-

mental points. ----fit to the data assuming the whole 

P(ET) is for dissociation events with an anisotropy of a=0.6. 
+ 193 nm: Product TOF spectrum taken at m/e=141, CH 2I , at a 

source to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. 

----fit to the surviving CH2I product signal 

calculated from the P(ET) shown in Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 17. Center-of-mass translational energy distribution for 
193 nm . CH 2Bri ------~ CH2I + Rr~ for·which the CH2I is left with 

little enough internal energy to be stable. The P(ET) was 

derived from fitting the CH2I signal in Fig. 16. The P(ET) 

probably corresponds to formation of all Br( 2P112). See 

text. 

Fig. 18. 193 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=95, CH281Br+. 

a) (top), o Experimental points. ----fit to the signal 

from stable CH 2Br product from C-I bond fission of the monomer 

CH 2Bri. Fit was calculated from the P(ET) in Fig. 19. 

b) (bottom), o Experimental points obtained under molecular beam 

conditions which reduce the ratio of clusters to monomer 

CH2Bri in the beam. 

Fig. 19. Center-of-mass product translational energy distribution for 
193 nm . CH2Bri -------~ CH2Br + I for wh1ch CH2Br is left with little 

enough internal energy to be stable. The P(ET) was derived 

from fitting of the signal from dissociation of CH2Bri monomer 

giving CH 2Br product in Fig. 18. The P(ET) probably corre

sponds to formation of all I( 2P112 ). See text. 
+ Fig. 20. 193 nm: Product TOF spectra taken at m/e=206,208, IBr , at 

source to detector angles of 10° (top) and 20° (bottom). 

o Experimental points. ---- fit calculated from the 

P(ET) shown in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 21. 193 nm: a) Top left, product TOF spectrum taken at m/e=127, 
+ ''''o I at a source to detector angle of·2a. o Experimental 

points. ----shape of signai' from IBr product fragment-

ing to I+ in the ionizer obfained from the IBr+ TOF spectrum 

of Fig. 20 and the precalibrated ion flight time. Shading 

shows hump in data where the signal from IBr is evident. 

b) Bottom left, product TOF spectrum of m/e=81, Br+, at a 

source to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. 

---------shape of signal from IBr fragmenting to Br+ in 

the ionizer obtained from the IBr+ TOF spectrum and ion flight 

time difference. Shading shows hump in data where the signal 

from IBr is evident. c,d) Product TOF spectra of m/e=127, I+ 

(top right) and m/e=81, 81sr+ (bottom right) at a source to 

detector angle of 20° under molecular beam conditions where the 

ratio of clusters to monomers in the beam is reduced. Note 

features in these spectra corresponding to IBr product are just 

as intense relative to their signal in Fig. 21a and b. 

o Experimental points. 

Fig. 22. Center-of-mass product translational energy distribution for 
193 nm . CH2Bri ------~ CH2 + IBr, for wh1ch the IBr survived sec-

ondary dissociation to I + Br. IBr may be lost via predissocia

tion if it has enough internal energy or via absorption of a 193 

nm photon. The shape of the P(ET) below -4 kcal/mol (shown as 

---- --) is not sensitive to the data as then the c.m. recoil 

velocity of the IBr is too small for detection at 10°. 
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Fig. 23. 193 nm: + Product TOF spectra of m/e=127, I , at source to 

detector angles of 10, 20, and 30°. a,b,c) Left top, middle, 

and bottom, taken with the laser unpolarized and high power -200 

mJ/pulse. o Experimental points. d,e,f) Right top, middle, 

bottom, taken with laser polarized at 0° and the laser power 

reduced by a factor of 6 to 8. o Experimental points. 

---------total fit to the data, sum of contributions from 

CH2I from C-Br fission (short dashed,------) I from C-I 

fission (-- -), IBr from the concerted elimination 

(---- -), and I atoms from CH 2Bri--~CH 2 + Br + I 

(long dashed,-- --). The first 3 contributions were 

obtained from other TOF spectra, see text. Each component fit 

is calculated from the corresponding P(ET) (Figures 17, 19, 

22, and 27 respectively) and an anisotropy of 8=0. 

Fig. 24. 193 nm: Product TOF spectra of m/e=81, 81sr+, at source to 

detector angles of 10, 20, and 30°. a,b,c) Left top, middle, 

bottom taken with the laser unpolarized and high power -200 

mJ/pulse. o Experimental points. d,e,f) Pight top, middle, 

bottom taken with laser polarized at Oo and the laser power 

reduced by a factor of 6 to 8. o Experimental points. 

----total fit to the data, sum of contributions from Br 

from C-Br fission (short dashed,------), CH2Br from C-I 

fission (-- -), IBr from concerted elimination 

(---- -) and Br atoms from CH 2Bri-~CH2 + Br + I 

(long dashed,--. --). The first three contributions were 
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obtained from other TOF spectra, see text. Each component fit 

is calculated from the corresponding P(Er) (Figures 17, 19, 22 

and 27 respectively) and an anisotropy of a=O. 

Fig. 25. 193 nm: Velocity vector diagram showing the range of c.m. 

recoil angles of the IBr, CH 2I, and Br fragments detected at a 

source to detector angle of 10°. 

Fig. 26. 193 nm: + Product TOF spectra of m/e=13, CH at a source to 

detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. 
+ expected time-of-arrival of CH2I product at CH , ---
+ expected time-of-arrival of CH2Br product at CH , 

-----expected time-of-arrival of CH 2 product 

momentum-matched with IBr product; scaling is arbitrary. 

Leftover signal is due to secondary photodissociation of mostly 

CH 2I and some CH 2Br product and reaction (8) CH 2Bri~ 

CH2 + I + Br. 

Fig. 27. 193 nm: Center-of-mass product translational energy distribu

tion for IBr (product) {predissociation) --~ I + Br assuming the 

slow signal in the I+ (Fig. 23) and Br+ {Fig. 24) TOF spectra 

can be described by a two step process (see text). The 

Fig. 28. 

translational energies for I atoms or Br atoms respectively 

(for comparison with Fig. 31) are~ and~ times 

the energies shown. 

+ 210 nm: Product TOF spectrum of m/e=141, CH2I , at a source 

to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points. 

fit to the data calculated from the P(Er) shown in Fig. 30. 
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Fig. 29. 210 nm: Product TOF spectrum of m/e=81, 81sr+, at a source 

to detector angle of 20°. o Experimental points, ---

total calculated fit to the data, sum of contributions of Br 

atoms from C-Br fission (-- -) and Br atoms from the triple 

dissociation CH2Bri-~CH 2 + Br + I (---- -). 

The former is calculated from the P(ET) sho\t:n in Fig. 30 

derived from the TOF spectrum of the CH2r product (Fig. 28) 

and the latter is the fit calculated from a distribution of 

translation energies (Fig. 34b) imparted to the Br fragment in 

the three-body dissociation. 

Fig. 30. 210 nm: Center-of-mass product translational energy distribu

tion for CH2Bri ~!Q_~~ CH2I + Br. This P(ET) was derived 

from fitting of the CH2I product TOF signal at CH2I+ shown 

in Fig. 28 and was used to fit the Br atom signal from primary 

C-Br fission shown in Fig. 29. 

Fig. 31. 210 nm: + Product TOF spectra of m/e=127, I , at source to 

detector angles of 10 and 20°. o Experimental points. 

---- tota 1 fit to the data, the sum of contributions from 

CH 2I product of C-Br fission(---) and I atoms from the 

three-body dissociation CH 2Bri--~CH 2 + Br + I (---- -) 

(some of the slow signal may be I atoms from spontaneous dis

sociation of CH 2I product). The former is calculated from the 

P(ET) shown in Fig. 30 (or from shifting the CH 2I spectrum at 

CH2I+ by the small difference in ion flight times) and the 

latter is the fit calculated from a distribution of translational 
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energies (Fig. 34a) imparted to the I fragment in three-body 

dissociation. (The 10° data also contains a contribution from 

slow IBr elimination product {long dashed,-- --) 

calculated from the P(ET) shown in Fig. 33.) Each contribu

tion is scaled for best total fit. 

Fig. 32. 210 nm: Product TOF spectrum of m/e=208, I81sr+, at a source 

to detector angle of 10°. o Experimental points. 

fit calculated from the P(ET) shown in Fig. 33. 

Fig. 33. 210 nm: Center-of-mass product translational energy distribu

tion from CH2Bri fl~ CH2 + IBr. The shape of the P{ET) below 

-4 kcal/mol (divided at------) is not sensitive to the data 

as at those energies the c.m4 recoil velocity of the IBr pro

duct is too small for it to be detected at 10°. 

Fig. 34. 210 nm: Energies imparted to translation for two of the 

fragments from the reaction CH 2Bri 210 > CH 2 + Br + I. 

a) {left). Distribution of translational energies (c.m.) 

released to the I atom fragment; it is derived from fitting 

the slow signal in the I+ 20° TOF spectrum (Fig. 31) 

assuming none of that signal is from spontaneous secondary 

dissociation of CH 2I product from C-Br fission (true if 

all Br( 2P112 ) is formed). b) (right). Distribution of 

translational energies (c.m.) released to the Br atom 

fragment; it is derived from fitting the slow signal in the 

Br+ TOF spectrum (Fig. 29). 
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Fig. 35. Schematic diagram of the LCAO-MO least motion path model for 

the concerted elimination of IBr from CH2IBr. The path 

shown is one following a singlet excitation by the photon in. 

which the CH2 product is constrained to be triplet. A 

3rr IBr product is necessarily produced; no ground state 

IBr is formed in this model • 
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UV ABSORPTION SPECfRUM OF CH2Brl(g) 

Rydberg 
/ np(l)- ns(l) 

n(l)-<T*(C-I) 

I 

185 271 300 

WAVELENGTH (nm) 
XBL 8510-4238 

Fig. 1 
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